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“

The skills and responsiveness of
Hampshire County Council’s
Property Services team and the
social impact of this project are
undeniable. The building of
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for educational improvement led
by the school, has demonstrated a
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”
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Chief Executive Officer of the University
of Chichester Academy Trust
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• Creation of flexible multi-purpose space which can be used for creative meetings and
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•

The new state of the art school facilities have provided the staff and students with a new identity and a greater sense of
pride in their school and community and as a result the new inspirational environment has raised educational
aspirations for the school.

•

The new school has been sustainably designed following low energy use, fabric-first principles, with optimised glazing
to give views out to the courtyard and surrounding landscape which affords generous amounts of natural light into the
spaces, improving health and well-being and reducing the building’s energy demand.
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Theatre Royal Winchester is a Grade II Listed 420 seat theatre, situated in the heart of the City. It
presents up to 200 performances per year, welcoming over 70,000 visitors.
In 2001 extensive internal remodelling was completed creating a new foyer and bar. However, by
2019 the building was failing to meet the needs of the Theatre Trust, with poor circulation and
limited access negatively impacting the visitor experience.
As a result of generous investment and support from Hampshire County Council (HCC), the
Garfield Weston Foundation, the Backstage Trust, Foyle Foundation and The Hobson Charity,
HCC Property Services team were appointed to transform the front of house areas.
The client’s brief was to create a welcoming public café-bar to increase daytime trade, attract
more pre-show theatregoers and provide public space for creative meetings and informal
performances. The key strategy behind the design was to reorganise the foyer area ensuring the
new bar servery was highly visible, easily accessible and engaging to passers-by, as well as
providing the Theatre with the capacity to accommodate large numbers of customers in the short
interval periods.
High quality finishes including antiqued brass, walnut parquet and gold leafed detailing enhance
the feel of luxury and performance, reflecting the Edwardian elegance of the main auditorium. In
addition to the remodelled foyer, there is a multi-purpose performance space linked to the bar,
which includes its own audio-visual facilities.
As a result of this project, public engagement with the building has significantly increased and the
Trust are looking forward to welcoming visitors for another 100 years.

Key Benefits:
• Creation of flexible multi-purpose space which can be used for creative meetings and
informal performances
• Increased visibility to passers-by, creating an incentive for them to visit the theatre
• The theatre can now cater for and facilitate large numbers of customers during short
intervals
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